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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This quarterly report covers all the activities for the period from the 1 January to 31 March 2019 within the
Dassenberg Coastal Catchment Partnership (DCCP), City sector. The DCCP comprises of the core site of
Witzands Aquifer Nature Reserve [WANR], with four additional erven to the north of the Dune field and the
Brakkefontein section and the DCCP East sections of WANR, namely, the Klein Dassenberg, the Kanonkop,
the Fraaiuitsig, the Dankbaar, the Sonop, the Dassenberg sections and Stewardship sites.
The management of the DCCP further includes building and maintaining relations with various stakeholder
groups, communities, private landowners, City Departments (including Sub Council structures) and other
agencies. The DCCP is also responsible for the operational management of three official residential
properties and the Mamre Visitors Information Centre (MVIC).

2.

HIGHLIGHTS & CHALLENGES

Highlights
On the 03/01, the 2019 Work Integrated Learning (WIL) Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT)
student, namely, Darren November, started his year, based at the DCCP.
On the 21/01, five new Extended Public Works Programme (EPWP) interns commenced their contract based
at the DCCP with the City of Cape Town until the end of May 2019.
From the 06/02–20/02, C Brown visited nine local schools for the national Wetlands Month programme, 1224
leaners from Atlantis area attended the environmental education (EE) programme presented by C Brown.

Challenges
The DCCP remains without a permanent People and Conservation Officer (P&CO) since 2009. This is a huge
disadvantage to both the DCCP and communities, as the relationships, programmes and opportunities
conducted with the schools/groups/events are affected through the lack of an assigned People and
Conservation Officer for the entire DCCP. The P&CO maintains and builds on relationships with communities
and/ or members of the public. It is of paramount importance, now more than ever, that this position is
acquired for the DCCP with the construction completion of the office complex, in particular with the Hall
which would be a venue to host formal and informal environmental education groups and programmes.
4
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A formal letter was sent to the North Regional Manager on the 16/11/2018 and on the 8/3/2019, by the
WANR PAAC stating ‘The committee endeavoured to raise this matter in the hopes that the request from
your Biodiversity area manager to appoint someone in this position be elevated and addressed’.
The DCCP have been plagued by issues related to non-compliance by visitors which include bringing
alcohol onto the premises of the reserve, walking in the planted areas, smoking in non-designated areas,
littering around the office complex among other non-compliance issues. The illegal entry of 4x4 vehicles,
quad bikes and motorbikes at Gate 2 remains a huge and persistent issue even though the public are being
informed and aware of the permit office and the operating hours of the permit office.
There are still many ‘snags ‘at the office complex which have not been repaired as yet by the construction
company.

CONSERVATION PLANNING
False Bay and Helderberg Nature Reserves have been proclaimed on the 22/03/19. Wolfgat, Zandvlei and
Table Bay Nature Reserves have been notarized and still remain on the waiting list for gazetting with the
MEC.
As per the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act, Act 57 of 2003, Protected Area
Advisory Committees (PAACs) for each of the City of Cape Town’s nature reserves and protected natural
areas have been established including for the Witzands Aquifer Nature Reserve.
The thirteenth WANR PAAC scheduled for February 2019, was postponed due to the Area Manager taking
ill, and took place on the 06/03/2019. The next meeting will take place on the 10/05/19.
The Table below indicates all previously held PAAC meetings.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

4.

Date
23/10/2015
09/02/2016
11/05/2016
11/08/2016
04/11/2016
03/02/2017
05/05/2017
04/08/2017
03/11/2017
09/02/2018
11/05/2018
09/11/2018
06/03/2019

FLORA

Invasive Flora Management
Invasive species management operations were conducted at WANR and Klein Dassenberg. Fire break
maintenance was implemented at Fraaiuitsig, Klein Dassenberg, during this reporting period.
WANR 1700 ha: The clearing operations, funded through the Nature Conservancy for the Greater Cape
Town Water Care fund project (GCTWC) remains underway during this reporting period. During January and
February 2019, the team focused on completing the invasive clearing at WANR13 and WANR15. During
March the clearing at WANR15 was completed, the clearing at WANR13 is still continuing.
5
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On the 22/03, additionally appointed contractors commenced with the initial clearing of Acacia saligna
(Port Jackson) and Acacia cyclops (Rooikrans) at WANR09 through the GCTWC fund project.

On the 25/02, the City’s Invasive Species unit contracted a team to commence with initial clearing of
Acacia saligna (Port Jackson) and Acacia cyclops (Rooikrans) at WANR07. This team is expected to
complete the clearing of WANR07 in four months’ time, possibly at the end of June 2019.
Brakkefontein/Public Works property 800 ha: During the month of September 2018, an agreement was
reached that the Invasive Species (IS) unit will clear BRAK08, 12 and 13. Once the clearing of these blocks
are completed the unit will no longer work in the Brakkefontein area, the clearing will be managed by an
SANDF appointed contractor namely, Natural Asset Management of South Africa (NAMSA).
No IS unit team has commenced with the continuation of invasive clearing at BRAK12 during this reporting
period.
Klein Dassenberg Conservation Area: The Cape West Coast Biosphere Reserve (CWCBR) has received
funding from the Working for Water programme to continue with the invasive clearing at Klein Dassenberg.
The CWCBR has advertised a call for contractors to tender for the work, once contractors have been
appointed they will be sent on the relevant training required in order for the clearing to commence. The
expected timeline for contractors to start at Klein Dassenberg is from May 2019.

Fire break Maintenance and invasive species clearing at Fraaiuitsig: The DCCP staff with the assistance of
the Mamre WoF team cleared a 15 metre fire break of Eucalyptus along the eastern boundary of the
Fraaiuitsig Section of Witzands Aquifer Nature Reserve. The work provided by the Mamre WoF team has
been completed at the end of November 2018. However the City’s Fire and Rescue services Fire inspector is
still not completely satisfied with the work and will not sign off the Compliance Notice. The clearing is being
conducted in accordance with a Compliance Notice issued to the DCCP for the Fraaiuitsig section to have
these firebreaks in place according to legislation.
The DCCP staff continued with the removal of Eucalyptus sp. and Acacia saligna along the eastern
boundary firebreak during the month of January 2019. On the 21/02 and in March, DCCP staff cut poles
from Eucalyptus sp. (Blue gum) growing on Fraaiuitsig, the poles will be used for the boundary demarcation
(fencing) for an informal settlement at WANR19.
Month

Management Block/s

Species

Method

January

WANR13 (Water Care Fund Contractor)
Follow-up and Initial
WANR09 (DCCP staff)
Initial
Fraaiuitsig (DCCP staff)
Initial
WANR13 and 15 (Water Care Fund Contractors)
Follow-up and Initial
WANR07 (IS Unit contracted team)
Initial
Fraaiuitsig (DCCP staff)
Initial
WANR13 (Water Care Fund Project)
Follow-up and Initial
WANR09 ( Water Care Fund Project)
Initial
WANR07 (IS Unit)
Initial
Fraaiuitsig (DCCP staff)
Initial

Acacia saligna and
Acacia cyclops
Acacia cyclops

Cut stump and herbicide

Eucalyptus sp. and Acacia
saligna
Acacia saligna and
Acacia cyclops
Acacia saligna and
Acacia cyclops
Eucalyptus sp. and Acacia
saligna
Acacia saligna
Acacia cyclops
Acacia saligna and
Acacia cyclops
Acacia saligna and
Acacia cyclops
Eucalyptus sp.

Cut stump and herbicide

February

March

Cut stump only

Cut stump and herbicide
Cut stump and herbicide
Cut stump and herbicide
Cut stump and herbicide
Cut stump and herbicide
Cut stump and herbicide
Cut stump and herbicide
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Indigenous Flora Management
The Baseline plant survey at WANR:
A total of 37 plants species require infield verification according to the WANR Biodiversity Management Tool,
as indicated in the previous reporting period.
The January baseline plant survey was conducted on the 16/01 at WANR14 and on the 23/01 at WANR07
and WANR08 and including the 30/01 at WANR16 and WANR17. No new plants were verified during the
survey.
During February the plant survey was conducted on the following days, the13/02 at WANR14 and the 16/02
at WANR15. No new plants were verified during the survey.
During March the survey was conducted on the following date, 06/03 at WANR09. The South African
National Botanical Institute (SANBI) assisted with the survey on the day to collect seed for propagation;
unfortunately no new plants were verified during the survey.
The remaining number of plants requiring verification on the Biodiversity Management tool for WANR is still at
a total of 37 for this reporting period.
The Baseline plant survey at Klein Dassenberg:
On the 28/02, DCCP staff conducted a baseline plant survey at Klein Dassenberg. No species of
significance were recorded.
Search and Rescue of plants
The DCCP staff commenced with search and rescue planning at the Atlantis Cemetery during March. The
search and rescue aims to save indigenous plant species from being destroyed due to the expansion of the
cemetery. All the rescued plants will be translocated to Klein Dassenberg Conservation Area. The staff are
currently creating a map with plots which will be used when surveying the area where indigenous
vegetation occurs, the plants will then be GPS referenced for translocation to Klein Dassenberg.

5.

FAUNA

Indigenous Fauna
Monitoring of Wildlife: The
table can be referred to for adhoc sightings and monitoring programmes with regard to fauna and/or flora sighted at Witzands Aquifer
Nature Reserve and the Klein Dassenberg.
The table below contains all the sightings for the reporting period.

WANR

Site

Common Name

Buteo rufofuscus
Circus maurus
Corvus albus
Raphicerus campestris
Sylvicapra grimmia
Chersina angulata
Brunsvigia orientalis
Chironia jasminoides
Haemanthus coccineus
Limonium perigrinum
Scientific Name

Jackel Buzzard
Black Harrier
Pied Crow
Steenbok
Common Duiker
Angulate Tortoise
Candelabra flower
Bitterwortel
April Fool Lily
Papierblom
Common Name

Red List/
Status
Least Concern
Vulnerable
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Red List/
Status

No

Count

01
03
04
09
04
06
32
01
07
40
No

Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Count

B
r
a
k
k
e
f
o
n
t
e
i
n

Site

Scientific Name

Nothing to report
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Klein Dassenberg

Site

Nothing to report
Nothing to report
Scientific Name

Common Name

Buteo rufofuscus
Milvus aegyptius
Chersina angulata
Brunsvigia orientalis
Erica mammosa
Haemanthus coccineus

Jackal Buzzard
Yellow-billed Kite
Angulate Tortoise
Candelabra Flower
Nine-pin Heath
April Fool Lily

Red List/
Status
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern

No

Count

04
34
10
28
08
02

Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting

Mortalities: nothing to report.
Scientific Name

Common Name

Cause of
Death

No

Location

D
C
C
P

Reserve

6.

SOIL

Klein Dassenberg rehabilitation project:
During the month of October, it was noted that a number of plant species which had been transplanted to
Klein Dassenberg had adapted well to their new environment. The acclimatization by the plants was
observed by the development of their new leaves, formation of flowering parts and overall growth. Some of
the plants adapting well to the area include, Protea repens, Watsonia marginata, Serruria fasciflora,
Metalasia muricata and Ruschia tecta.
DCCP staff has also noted that other indigenous plants which were not intentionally planted are also
growing in the rehabilitation site; these seedlings could be from seed stocks that were transferred in the top
soil from the Atlantis cemetery. The rehabilitation site will be monitored and can be identified once the
plants are in flower.
It was decided that monitoring of the site be done through the method of fixed point photographs on a
quarterly basis. However, due to a wildfire which ran through the area during November 2018, the DCCP
staff will be conducting a vegetation survey to assess which plant species survived after the fire.
The search and rescue operation at the Atlantis Cemetery as mentioned under the indigenous flora
management section of this report will assist in the rehabilitation of the area around the Klein Dassenberg
rehabilitation project.

7.

WATER

The monthly rainfall is provided by the South African Weather Bureau. The electronic rain-gauge is located
about 5km from the WANR office complex.
Month

Total mm
2018

Total mm
2017

January

3.8

7.6

February

15.4

0.0

March

10.0

6.4

April

19.0

12.8

May

42.8

7.0

June

72.2

July

77.8
36.8

August

60.6

55.2

September

12.6

October

36.4
2.4

November

5.2

34.4

35.2

26.8
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December

18.0

4.8

Total for year

328.2

274.4

Table: The 2017/2018 Rainfall stats comparison

Rainfall mm

Rainfall data 2017 vs 2018
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

2017 Total in mm
2018Total in mm

Conclusion:
The graph indicates that from the months of January to May the 2018 rainfall figures were consistent with the 2017 rainfall figures,
however there was a considerable decrease in rainfall from June to August 2018 when compared to the 2017 rainfall figures for the
same months and the negative trend continued from September to December 2018.

Month

Total mm
2019

Total mm
2018

January

7.6

3.8

February

9.0

15.4

March

28.0

10.0

April

19.0

May

42.8

June

77.8

July

36.8

August

60.6

September

36.4

October

2.4

November

5.2

December

18.0

Total for year

328.2

Table: 2018/2019 rainfall stats comparison

8.

FIRE

Site

Date

Hectares/No of brush piles

No of Personnel

Ignition Source

WANR

04/01

-

02-Quemic Rangers

Unknown
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Klein Dassenberg

TOTAL

16/02

-

02-Quemic Rangers

Unknown

17/02

-

02-Qumeic Rangers

Unknown

05/02

-

02-Quemic Rangers

Unknown

20/02

-

02-Quemic Rangers

Unknown

27/02 (Sonop
Section)

-

02-Quemic Rangers

Unknown

27/03

-

02-Quemic Rangers

Unknown

07 days

-

14-Quemic Rangers

Prescribed fuel reduction burns: Nothing to report.
Wildfires: Refer to the section under Law enforcement, Quemic report for details of the above fires.

9.

PEOPLE, TOURISM & EDUCATION

Reserve

Name of School/Community
Org./Friends
Wesfleur Primary

Protea Park Primary

Parkview Primary

Kerria Primary

Grosvernor Primary

Hermes Primary

DCCP

Reygersdal Primary

Berzelia Primary

Saxonsea Primary

Melkbos Waste Water
Treatment plant
Social Development

Saint Andrews Secondary

Schools: 10
Other: 02

Number of learners/
Participants
195 Learners
04 Teachers
10 Staff
103 Learners
02 Teachers
06 Staff
88 Learners
02 Teachers
08 Staff
227 Learners
04 Teachers
10 Staff
113 Leaners
02 Teachers
06 Staff
120 Learners
02 Teachers
07 Staff
135 Learners
0 Teachers
05 Staff
58 Learners
02 Teachers
06 Staff
185 Learners
04 Teachers
06 Staff
18 Adult learners
02 Staff members
18 Learners
05 Teachers
02 Staff members
60 Learners
04 Teachers
02 Staff members
Staff/Facilitators: 70
Learners/scholars: 1224
Teachers: 31
Adult Learners: 18
Volunteers: 0

Programme and Date of event
5/02-Wetlands Week

6/02-Wetlands Week

11/02-Wetlands Week

7/02-Wetlands Week

12/02-Wetlands Week

14/02-Wetlands Week

13/02-Wetlands Week

26/02-Wetlands Week

20/02-Wetlands Week

12/03-Snake Awareness
15/03–WANR Nature Reserve Awareness

22/03-WANR Nature Reserve Awareness

Special Environmental Day Programmes:

Wetlands Month

Snake Awareness

WANR Nature Reserve
Awareness
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Special Environmental Day Programmes: During the month of February, C Brown assisted by staff from the
DCCP, Tygerberg Nature Reserve, Blaauwberg Nature Reserve and Table Bay Nature Reserve conducted
the national Wetlands month environmental education programme at eight schools in the Atlantis area.
One school was able to participate in the programme at WANR. A total of 1244 Grade 6 learners attended
the programme for the duration of the Wetlands programme. The programme highlighted the importance,
threats and why we need to protect wetlands. The leaners had an opportunity to participate in various
activities, including wetland identification and painting activities.

Informal EE Programmes: On the 12/03, C Brown conducted a snake awareness presentation to the Melkbos
Waste Water Treatment plant staff. A request was made for C Brown to inform staff on the probable snakes
they might find at their depot, their identification and what to do when encountering a snake.
On the 15/03, C Brown had a presentation at the WANR office for children who are participating in a
programme run by the Western Cape Department of Social Development. The theme of the presentation
was Nature Reserves and this was to help educate the learners regarding the importance of protecting
nature for the future.
On the 22/03, C Brown had a presentation at the WANR office for Saint Andrews Secondary school. The
theme of the presentation was Nature Reserves and this was to help educate the learners regarding the
importance of protecting nature for the future and the reason why nature reserves exist.

Reserve

Date
29/01

Meeting/Workshop
C Mc Kie was part of the Review panel of the CapeNature facilitated TMF
Small Grants applications with M Albertus.
C Mc Kie met with N Haynes from Quemic at the WANR Headquarters.

Purpose/Discuss
DCCP TMF small grants additional
applications.
Law Enforcement matters.

30/01

C Mc Kie attended a site meeting with the Consulting Company
appointed through the CSIR to undertake augmenting the water
abstraction and the supply of the Atlantis Aquifer.
C Mc Kie met with B Mnisi and the Bulk Water Atlantis Water Scheme
management in the WANR boardroom.
B Mnisi and S Jonas met with Freddie Prince (Manager: Urban
Management; Area North) and members of the Atlantis community in the
WANR boardroom.
C Mc Kie and B Mnisi met with ADORE in the WANR Boardroom.

Re-drilling process of five defunct
boreholes within WANR.

DCCP

31/01
05/02

08/03

C Mc Kie attended the meeting which B Mnisi facilitated with the
community and political figures.
14/03

C Mc Kie and C Brown met with B Jenkinson at the WANR office.

15/03

J van Der Merwe’s Landowners land care seminar in the Environmental

Proposed night driving event at
the dunes.
Atlantis Dunes Matters: ‘Threats.’

Night Driving event request
meeting.
Atlantis Dunes matters related to
the community.
Signage at the entrance to the
dunes.
Landowners land care seminar.
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18/03
26/03
27/03

Reserve

C Mc Kie and B Mnisi attended a meeting with commercial operators
operating at the Dunes.
C Mc Kie and C Brown met with the Location Manager and the ECO for
the Jim Button (sequel) production.

Date
03/01

Meeting/Workshop
B Stadler to the WANR Headquarters.

07/01
15/01

C Mc Kie met with staff in the WANR boardroom.
C Mc Kie met with staff member in the WANR
Boardroom. B Mini attended the meeting as well.
C Mc Kie met with B Mnisi in the WANR boardroom.

16/01

17/01

C Mc Kie met with K October in the WANR
boardroom.
C Mc Kie and C Brown met at the WANR office
complex.
S Jonas met with C Mc Kie in the WANR boardroom.

Atlantis 4x4 Fun day event, 2018
debriefing and planning for 2019.
Business insights.
Planning and Regulations for the
shoot.

Purpose/Discuss
Placement of barcodes on Assets at Headquarters in
preparation of the annual asset audit.
Staffs transport arrangements.
Staff matter.
Completion of C Mc Kie’s IPM Mid-Year Review and
annual Training Needs Identification (TNI) process.
IPM Mid-Year Review and annual Training Needs
Identification (TNI) process.
Filming payment processes.
IPM Mid-Year Review and TNI process completion.
Assistance with the planned Blaauwberg Nature Reserve
ecological burn preparation.
TNI process completion.

21/01

S Jonas and C Mc Kie met at the WANR office
complex.
C Mc Kie met with DCCP staff members in the
WANR boardroom.
C Mc Kie and S Jonas met with P Dyantyi.

25/01

C Mc Kie met with a staff member.

28/01

S Jonas, C Brown and the 2019 WIL Student met
with C Mc Kie in the WANR boardroom.
C Mc Kie met with T Mafuya and S Jonas.
C Mc Kie met with C Brown, R Mavundla, S Nobebe
and T Mpetha in the WANR boardroom.

The use and staff member’s responsibility of the City
owned two-way hand held radio, issued to staff
members.
Whiteboard (Annual Plan of Operations) planning.

18/01

04/02
DCCP

Education Hall at WANR.
C Mc Kie met J Marais at the WANR office complex.

11/02

13/02
14/0215/02
04/03
05/03

13/0314-03
20/03

22/03
26/03
27/03
29/03

C Mc Kie and Laaiqah Hassan met at the WANR
office.
C Mc Kie met with City Revenue compliance
officials.
C Mc Kie had a site meeting with K October at the
Mamre Visitors Information Centre.
C Mc Kie attended a workshop at Maitland
C Mc Kie met with one of the VCOs at the office.
C Mc Kie met with C Brown at the office.
C Mc Kie and S Mhlana met with N Neethling at the
WANR office.
B Stadler for asset verification.
C Mc Kie met with B Lourens.
C Mc Kie met with C Brown, matters related to a
planned large production shoot.
C Mc Kie and C Adams had a site meeting at the
dunes.
C Mc Kie met with a City IT senior professional
officer in Town.
C Mc Kie met with C Brown at the office.
C Mc Kie met with a staff member.
C Mc Kie met with the Head of the Green Jobs unit.

TNI process completion.

IPM Mid-Year Review and TNI process completion.
HR, Leave, POS filming payments and process,
CapeNature bookings, bookings of facilities and
cleaners.
EPWP employee to Assist with administration.
Audit of the Witzands Aquifer Nature Reserve point of
sale (not planned).
Inspection of the condition of the MVIC site and building.
Nature Reserve Legislation.
Staff matter.
Permissible commercial activity applications, permits,
code of conducts- final documentation for review.
Health & Safety internal audit on the Office complex,
including the stores.
Annual Asset Audit
Staff matter.
Large production film shoot.
Clarification on signage required at the entrance to the
dunes.
Collection and process for new modem.
Refund, Drones, Code of Conducts, Ward allocation
funds.
Staff matter.
Green Jobs unit EPWP related matter.

Date

Venue

Type of Meeting(s)

25/01

Blaauwberg Nature Reserve:

North Regional Management Meeting
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Eerstesteen section
WANR Headquarters Boardroom
Tygerberg Nature Reserve
WANR Headquarters Boardroom

19/02
21/02
01/03

Staff Meeting
Branch Meeting
North Regional Management and Health & Safety Meeting

Visitor numbers: January to March 2019
WANR-Dunes

January

February

March

Total

NUMBER OF
VISITORS

1456

470

1467

3393

10.

STAFF MATTERS

Reserve

DCCP

Position

Purpose

Number

P/CE

Start Date

CPUT WIL
student
Office of the
Mayors
Expanded
Public Works
Programme
Worker

Completion of WIL year 2019

01

Contract

02/01/2019

EPWP Internship

04

Contract

21/01/2019

Assist with reserve operations- post
transferred from another Nature Reserve.
Assist with invasive clearing

01

Permanent

01/03/2019

05

Contract

18/03/2019

11

P & CE

Green Jobs unit
EPWP workers.
Totals

P/C E: Permanent or Contract Employee appointments:
Darren November, the 2019, CPUT, WIL student based at the DCCP commenced his year with us on the
02/01/2019.

From the 21/01, new EPWP interns, sourced from the local Council indigent list, through the Mayors EPWP will
be based at the reserve until the end of May 2019. The criteria for obtaining the internship was that
applicants had to have obtained a post matric qualification at an institution of higher learning.
These are the following EPWP staff members, A Johnson who has a National Diploma in Nature
Conservation, A Nkalitshane has a NQF level 6 certificate in Human Resources, L Hassan has a NQF level 6
certificate in Management Assistiant and L Mduka has a NQF level 4 certificate in Engineering and Design.
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On the 01/03/2019, Cindy Adams was permanently appointed in a Worker position with the City of Cape
Town. C Adams first started with the DCCP by deciding to volunteer with us for six months (with no financial
compensation), and later was successful in obtaining a contract as a CTEET learner in the DCCP and
thereafter she applied and worked as a Quemic Ranger based at WANR.
C Adams has been studying HR and Science part time and her hope is to study part time towards a
National Diploma in Nature Conservation. C Adams underwent strict City of Cape Town recruitment and
selection criteria to achieve her permanent position with the City of Cape Town, which includes a fitness
test, a written test and a formal interview.
On the 18/03, five local people through the City’s Green Jobs unit sourced through the indigent list were
appointed as EPWP staff on a 3-month contract basis; these staff members will be assisting with invasive
clearing operations on the reserve.
Recruitment
On the 19/03, a fitness test was held for all applicants for the Visitor Controller posts.

Reserve

Date

Type of Training

Attended staff

Person Days

07/01–11/01
30/01
01/02
04–08/02

CTEET learnership camp
AET Orientation
Wetlands Forum
Student Induction

15
01
01
35

06/02

01–T Mafuya

01

18/02–22/02
26/02–28/02
28/02
05/03–07/03
07/03–08/03

Employee Relations: Policy and
Procedures Training
Internal: Health and Safety
Representative Training
CTEET learnership camp
Smart Driver Training
EPWP Disciplinary procedure
Smart Driver Training
First Aid Level 1

03-N Theys, J Saal and L Ntoyaphi
01–P Dyantyi
01–C Brown
07–D November, L Mduka, A
Nkalitshane, L Hassan, A Johnson, S
Mhlana and P Dyantyi
01–C Mc Kie

15
06
02
03
08

13/03–14/03

First Aid Level 1

26/03–28/03

Smart Driver Training

03–J Saal, L Ntoyaphi and N Theys
02–S Jonas and C Mc Kie
02–S Jonas and K October
01-K October
04–C Brown, T Flammini, S Nobebe
and T Mafuya
03–S Mhlana, R Mavundla and P
Dyantyi
01-S Mhlana
18

08/02

01

06
03
97

Ad-hoc training: nothing to report.
Occupational Health and Safety matters: Health and Safety inspections were conducted by T Mafuya on a
monthly basis for January to March 2019.
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All inspection reports were reviewed and signed off by C Mc Kie for final review by the Regional Manager at
the scheduled Health and Safety meetings.
Injuries on Duty (IOD free days):
January: 00
February: 7163
March: 8260
On the 10/01 staff member, M Ntsokobe sustained an injury to his left eye while working along the fence line.
He was picking up a branch when a splint broke off and went into his eye. He was transported to
Blaauwberg Netcare Hospital where he was treated and received medication. On the 16/01 he was taken
for his final check-up and it was found that his eye had been restored to full function.
Total days without an Injury on duty in this reporting period: 00 (due to IOD in January)

11.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Site

WANR

Klein
Dassenberg

Intervention (incident, case, etc.)

CAS #/Action

On the 24/06/2018, an illegal occupant was discovered living at WANR19. The City’s Law
enforcement and Land Invasion were asked to investigate the matter. Land Invasion has noted
that further investigation was needed before the occupant is asked to vacate the area. On the
30/07, staff and Quemic rangers issued the illegal occupant with a notice for removal of one of
the structures to be used as a ‘School’. The living quarters of the illegal structure still remains. In
August 2018, the occupant removed one of the structures also used as a home. Only one
structure is now used as a house. S Jonas reported the matter to Keith Wiseman (Environmental
Management Department: Law Enforcement unit) to assist in issuing the illegal occupant with a
formal notice of removal. S Jonas had a site meeting with the Law Enforcement unit from EMD on
16 November 2018. An eviction letter needs to be drafted and given to the illegal occupant.
Quemic Rangers are still patrolling the area to ensure that no further developments take place.

Illegal
occupancy.

During the month of January S Jonas liaised with Human Settlements to confirm the terms and
conditions for the occupiers to stay on site, this information was then sent to A Purves to add to the
drafted eviction letter. The DCCP staff must demarcate the boundaries of the area where the
occupants are living.
DCCP staff have commenced with the cutting of Blue Gum poles that will be used for fencing for
demarcating the area.
During the reporting period, Quemic rangers continue to note that illegal entry to the dunes is still
taking place. Users illegally enter the premises along Dassenberg Drive and the R27 West Coast
Road.
During the month of January, staff continued to deal with a number of non-compliance at the
dunes and office complex. Visitors were observed smoking in non-designated areas, littering
around the office. Also observed were numerous incidents of parking obstructively and or in nondesignated parking areas and walking in the planted areas. Incidents such as vistitors not
complying to the continued verbal requests by staff members were also quite frequent, such as
caste members, smoking infront of the doors to the hall, walking in the planted areas and parking
or standing in non designated parking areas.
On the 11/01, DCCP staff conducted a vehicle patrol at Klein Dassenberg. While on patrol, staff
noted that additional fencing along the Eastern boundary of KD02–KD06 has been vandalised.
On the 28/02, DCCP staff conducted a foot patrol at Klein Dassenberg. No illegal activities were
noted during the patrol.

Quemic
report

Illegal entry to
Dunes.
WANR office
complex visitor
non-compliance.

Vehicle patrols:
vandalism of
fencing.
Foot patrol.

On the 14/03, DCCP staff conducted a foot patrol at Klein Dassenberg and discovered an
informal structure along the western boundary of the reserve. The DCCP staff with the assistance
of Quemic Rangers removed the structure and placed all the associated litter in black bags.
The staff also conducted a litter clean up at KD01 on the 14/03, which consisted of dumped
material as well as wind-blown litter.

Foot patrol: illegal
structure.

On the 25/01 at 10:00, Quemic Rangers escorted a Field Ranger and City students to the
Fraaiuitsig section of Witzands Aquifer Nature Reserve, for tree felling. The escort was concluded at
10:26.
On the 22/02, at 13:28, Quemic Rangers escorted City staff into the dunes in recovering a wheel,
which had a puncture, belonging to a City vehicle. Escort was concluded at 14:23.

Safety escort of
staff to Fraaiuitsig
for operations.
Safety escort of
staff into the
dunes.
Safety escort of

On the 20/03, at 09:52, Quemic Rangers escorted City staff during a litter clean-up at Klein

Litter clean-up.
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Dassenberg. The escort was concluded at 10:56 and waste was disposed of at Atlantis waste
facility.
On 13/03, at 10:26, Quemic Rangers escorted M Van Zyl, EIA Projects Officer: Environmental
Compliance Branch–Environmental Management Department to Atlantis Industrial area to assess
the site. The escort was concluded at 10:56. No irregularities were found.
On the 14/03, at 16:30, Quemic Rangers escorted seven vehicles (12 people) for a night drive
event in the dunes. Only approved participants and those who paid for their daily permit were
allowed on the drive. The escort was concluded at 20:59.
On the 20/01, at 16:52 Quemic Rangers reported a vehicle accident inside the dunes. A vehicle
overturned inside the dunes, no injuries were reported to the rangers, but the vehicle was
damaged. The driver left with a friend and left his damaged vehicle behind, to be collected the
following day. The vehicle was collected on the 21/01 at 14:46.
On 15/02, at 12:48, Quemic Rangers reported a Quad motorcycle accident in the Dunes. A
female person injured her left shoulder and was transported to Blaauwberg Hospital by her
husband.
On the 10/02, at 13:29, Quemic Rangers reported a motorbike accident in the Dunes. The injured
person reported no serious injuries and was taken to Blaauwberg Hospital by his family.
On the 10/02, at 12:08, Quemic Rangers reported a vehicle accident in the Dunes. Two female
persons overturned their vehicle and only minor injuries were reported. They were taken to
Blaauwberg Hospital by ER24 for medical care.
On the 22/01, at 21:04, Quemic Rangers reported the activation of an alarm at the office
complex. On investigating, no irregularities were found.
On the 11/02, at 03:10, the alarm at the Witzands Office Complex was activated. Quemic Rangers
found all in order.
On the 17/01, at 18:00 Quemic Rangers while on patrol found the remote control of the vehicle
access gate to the staff parking out of order. Rangers informed a Reserve Supervisor regarding the
faulty remote control.
On 06/03, at 09:39, Quemic Rangers reported the arrival of the truck to empty the complex
conservancy tank.

On the 09/02, at 15:58, Quemic Rangers reported damage to the boom gate at the entrance to
the dunes. The damage was caused by a member of the public who accidentally drove into the
gate while completing the visitors register. The visitor admitted guilt to the damage and informed
Rangers that he will pay for repairs to the gate. He was fully identified; full name, identification
number and cellphone number were recorded.
On 27/02, at 13:05, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found damage to Gate 2. Rangers reported
that the gate was forced open to gain access. Rangers repaired the gate and informed the
relevant Reserve Supervisor.
On the 25/03, at 02:34, Quemic Rangers while on patrol from the dunes to Gate 2, found a new
illegal entrance made by members of the public to gain access to the dunes. Rangers reported
that approximately 7 meters of fence was cut. The cut fence was reported to City staff.
On the 27/01, at 00:05, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found three male persons illegally
dumping building waste in WANR10. Rangers issued them verbal warnings and instructed them to
collect the waste, to which they complied. Rangers escorted them off the reserve.
On the 14/03, at 10:40, Quemic Rangers and conservation staff conducted a litter clean-up at
Klein Dassenberg. The collected waste was disposed of at Atlantis waste drop off facility. The litter
clean-up was concluded at 11:40
On the 24/01, at 10:00, Quemic Rangers verified a film permit at the dunes. The permit was found
to be in order.

On the 17/01, at 11:38, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit. The permit was found in order.

On the 14/01, at 06:10, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit. The permit was for a microshoot and was found to be in order.

On 22/02, at 07:44, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit, the permit was found in order.

On 19/02, at 13:46, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit for a small stills shoot at the Dunes
for, the permit was found to be in order

On 11/02, at 16:50, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit, the permit was found to be in

staff at Klein
Dassenberg.
Safety escort of a
City staff member:
Atlantis Industrial
area.
Escort: night drive
event.
Motor vehicle
accident: Dunes.

Medical injury:
Quad bike.
Medical injury:
motorbike.
Medical injury: off
road vehicle (4x4).
Alarm activation:
office complex.
Alarm activation:
office complex.
Infrastructure
maintenance:
damage/fault.
Maintenance:
conservancy tank
collection truck
arrival.
Damage to
property: boom
gate at dunes
entrance.
Malicious
damage to
property: Gate 2
forced open.
Malicious
damage to
property: Fence
cut at Gate 2.
Illegal dumping:
WANR10.
Litter clean-up:
Klein Dassenberg.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
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order.

On the 09/02, at 04:28, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit, the permit was found in order.

On the 28/02, at 13:56, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit. The permit was found to be in
order.

On 03/02, at 13:51, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit. The permit was found to be in
order.

On 06/03, at 06:16, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit. The permit was found to be in
order.

On the 09/03, at 06:29, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit at the dunes. The permit was
found to be in order.

On the 10/03, at 06:35, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit at the dunes. The permit was
found to be in order.

On the 16/03, at 06:36, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit. The permit was found to be in
order.

On 18/03, at 07:27, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit. The permit was found to be in
order.

On the 29/03, at 12:50, Quemic Rangers verified a film shoot permit at the dunes. The permit was
found to be in order.

On 22/02, at 12:55, Quemic Rangers escorted a film crew out of the Dunes. They were conducting
an unauthorised commercial shoot with professional equipment. The company together with the
organiser was identified. Rangers escorted them to the office complex and the escort was
completed at 13:19.
On 12/02, 09:22, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found three male and one female persons near
Gate 2, conducting an unauthorised commercial photo shoot. Rangers issued them verbal
warnings and escorted them from the reserve. They refused to provide any details.
On the 30/01 at 11:12, Quemic Rangers found the main gate at the Mamre Visitor Information
Center unlocked. Rangers searched the area and found no irregularities. Rangers closed the gate
and locked the padlock.
On the 06/01, at 11:26, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found Gate 2 unlocked and the chain
and padlock missing. Rangers temporarily secured the gate with straining wire until a replacement
chain and lock can be secured. No other irregularities were found.
On the 19/02, at 02:04, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found four open windows at the student
accommodation. Quemic Rangers closed the windows from the outside. No other irregularities
were found.
On 14/02, at 21:50, Quemic Rangers while on patrol at Mamre Visitor Information Center found
one open window shutter and the alarm deactivated due to load shedding. Rangers closed the
shutter from the outside and did regular patrols during the evening to monitor the building.
On the 14/02, at 23:20, Quemic Rangers while on patrol at Fraaiuitsig, found Gate 2 open and
unlocked. Rangers locked the gate. No other irregularities were found.
On the 15/03, at 09:49, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found an open window shutter at Klinker
Street house, Mamre. Rangers closed the window shutter from the outside. No other irregularities
were found.
On the 20/03, at 21:38, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found an open window shutter at Klinker
Street house in Mamre. Rangers closed the window shutter from the outside. No other irregularities
were found.
On the 26/01, at 19:00, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found a Fiat Uno and trailer in
Management Block WANR04. The vehicle had no occupants, and nobody was found in the area.
Rangers contacted a Reserve Supervisor and reported the suspicious vehicle. The Reserve
Supervisor contacted Atlantis SAPS and a SAPS Sgt and Constable arrived at 19:54. The registration

commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification
Permissible
commercial
activity
verification.
Non permissible
commercial
activity: no permit.
Non permissible
commercial
activity: no permit.
Risk: gate left
unlocked at the
MVIC.
Risk: Gate 2,
WANR left
unlocked.
Risk: open
windows at
student
accommodation.
Risk: window
shutter open at
MVIC.
Risk: Gate 2 of
Fraaiuitsig left
open.
Risk: open
window shutter
Klinker Street.
Risk: open
window shutter
Klinker Street.
Stolen vehicle
found: WANR04.
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numbers for the Fiat and trailer was verified by SAPS to be stolen. SAPS took over the scene and
withdrew at 20:24. Quemic Rangers withdrew at 20:30. Upon enquiry, no case number was
registered with SAPS.
On 29/01, at 19:38, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found a white 4x4 Ford Ranger, stuck in the
dunes. With the vehicle were five off-road motorcycles. Rangers confirmed that the owner of the
vehicle was not in possession of a valid permit. Rangers issued him a verbal warning. The vehicle
was recovered and left the dunes area. The driver of the vehicle was identified, name and
surname, cellphone number taken down by Rangers as well as photographs with registration
numbers for further processing. The Area Manager contacted the alleged and he committed to
abide by and enter at the authorised entry point to the dunes with the permit.
On the 13/01, at 09:48, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found 4x4 vehicles at Gate 2. Rangers
conducted permit verification and found they do not have valid permits. Rangers advised them
on how to obtain a permit and they left the area.
On the 12/01, at 09:21 Quemic Rangers while on patrol found three 4x4 vehicles at Gate 2.
Rangers conducted permit verification and found they do not have valid permits. Rangers
advised them on how to obtain a permit and they left the area.
On the 24/03, at 12:30, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found two vehicles entering Gate 2
illegally. Rangers prevented them from further access and escorted them to Office complex to
buy permits. The drivers of the vehicles were identified, photographs were taken of the vehicles
and registration numbers were recorded. The area manager has tried to contact the alleged on a
number of occasions, to no avail, and will subsequently pursue criminal charges at SAPS against
the alleged transgressors.
On 09/02, at 22:34, Quemic Rangers while on patrol at Klein Dassenberg found two fence poles
stolen. Rangers informed the Reserve Management.
On 12/03, at 11h34, Quemic Rangers reported that whilst on patrol at the Klinker Street property,
they noticed a missing steel conduit pipe on the side of the house. The electrical wires were also
removed. Upon investigation, Rangers found the conduit pipe in the backyard. A case of theft
was opened at Atlantis SAPS.
On 13/03, at 09:23, Quemic Rangers whilst on patrol at the Klinker Street property, found leaking
water inside the house. Upon investigation, they found that water pipes had been removed under
the basin, causing the water leak. Rangers closed the stop cock and informed Atlantis SAPS. The
SAPS arrived at 17:05 and a case of theft was opened.
On the 04/01, at 11:57, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found a wildfire in Management Block
WANR19. Rangers informed a Reserve Supervisor and Atlantis Fire and Rescue. Fire and Rescue
arrived on scene at 12:17 and contained the fire at 15:34. Fire and Rescue withdrew, and Rangers
remained in the area until 16:00 to monitor for any possible flare-ups.
On the 27/02, at 16:45, Quemic Rangers assisted Atlantis Fire and Rescue and City staff with a
wildfire at the Sonop section of WANR, out of the area. The fire was extinguished at 20:48. Quemic
Rangers remained in the area to monitor any possible flare-ups.
On 17/02, at 11:40, Quemic Rangers observed wildfire on the reserve in WANR19. Rangers
responded and arrived at 11:50. Rangers contacted Atlantis Fire and Rescue for assistance and
they arrived at 12:00. The fire was extinguished by 13:30. Rangers remained in the area to monitor
possible flare-ups.
On 16/02, at 11:00, Quemic Rangers reported a fire on Dassenberg Drive. Quemic control
contacted Atlantis Fire and Rescue, who arrived at 11:44 and the fire was extinguished by 14:05.
Quemic Rangers remained in the area until 15:00 to monitor possible flare-ups.
On 20/02, at 16:52, Quemic Rangers responded to a wildfire in the Klein-Dassenberg section of
WANR, under the power lines. The fire was reported to the Reserve Supervisor. Rangers arrived on
scene at 17:39 and found that Atlantis Fire and Rescue already on scene. Rangers assisted Fire
and Rescue and the fire was extinguished at 17:50. Rangers remained in the area until 18:15 to
monitor possible flare-ups.
On the 05/02, at 18:38, Quemic Rangers received a call from the Reserve Supervisor, reporting a
wildfire at Klein-Dassenberg, along the old Mamre/Darling Road. Upon arrival, Rangers found
Atlantis Fire and Rescue already on scene. Rangers assisted Fire and Rescue and the fire was
extinguished by 21:30. Rangers remained in the area until 22:17 to monitor possible flare-ups.
On 27/03, at 14:30, Quemic Rangers while on patrol saw smoke coming from Klein Dassenberg.
Rangers responded and found a small vegetation fire. Rangers extinguished the fire and Fire and
Rescue was not required. The fire was extinguished by 15:20 and Rangers remained in the area
until 15:45 to monitor possible flare-ups.
On the 09/01, at 08:19, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found two male persons illegally
harvesting wood in Management Block WANR12. They were in possession of an expired permit.
Rangers issued them a verbal warning and escorted them from the reserve. They were identified
with names and surnames recorded as well as vehicle registration number.
On the 04/01, at 13:23, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found three male persons illegally
harvesting wood in Management Block WANR19. Rangers issued them a verbal warning and
escorted them from the reserve. One person was identified, name and surname was recorded.
On 19/02, at 13:09, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found three male persons illegally harvesting
wood at WANR19. Rangers issued them a verbal warning and escorted them from the area. The
persons were identified, names and surnames and a vehicle registration number were recorded.

Unauthorised/illeg
al entry: without
permits into the
dunes.

Unauthorised/illeg
al entry: without
permits into the
dunes via Gate 2.
Unauthorised/illeg
al entry: without
permits into the
dunes via Gate 2.
Unauthorised/illeg
al entry: without
permits into the
dunes via Gate 2.

Theft: fence poles
at Klein
Dassenberg.
Theft: Klinker
Street: CAS:
272/3/2019.
Theft: Klinker
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290/3/2019.
Wildfire: WANR19.
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Wildfire: WANR19.

Wildfire:
Dassenberg Drive.
Wildfire: Klein
Dassenberg.

Wildfire: Klein
Dassenberg.
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WANR19.
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On 17/02, at 17:58, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found two male persons and one female
person illegally harvesting wood on Dassenberg Drive near Atlantis waste drop off facility. Rangers
issued them a verbal warning and escorted them from the reserve. Only the female was
identified.
On the 16/02, at 18:20, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found six male persons illegally harvesting
wood on Dassenberg Drive. Rangers reported they drove away when Rangers approached, but
Rangers managed to stop them. They were issued with verbal warnings and all six were identified.
On 26/03, at 15:12, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found nine male persons harvesting wood in
WANR without a permit. Rangers issued them verbal warnings and escorted them from the area.
The person in charge was identified.
On the 13/03, at 13:40, Quemic Rangers while on patrol found four male and two female
individuals’ illegally harvesting wood at WANR16. Rangers issued them verbal warnings, informed
them on how to obtain a permit and escorted them from the reserve. They were identified.
On the 21/03, at 16:24, Quemic Rangers responded to a call from the Reserve Supervisor,
regarding illegal trade of Mole snakes at Klein Dassenberg. Upon arrival at 16:30 at the Old Mamre
and Darling Road, Rangers found two male persons with two captured mole snakes from Klein
Dassenberg. Rangers escorted the offenders to Klein Dassenberg to release the snakes where they
found it. They were issued verbal warnings and they were escorted from the conservation area.
They two males were identified by names and surnames and a photograph of one of the alleged
offenders.

12.

DCCP

Reserve

Illegal wood
harvesting: along
Dassenberg Drive.
Illegal wood
harvesting: along
Dassenberg Drive.
Illegal wood
harvesting: WANR.
Illegal wood
harvesting:
WANR16.
Illegal Trade in
fauna: Klein
Dassenberg.

INFRASTRUCTURE & EQUIPMENT

Description
On the 21/11/2018, a notification was made for
CCT32867 to go for its 45 000km service at Nissan. The vehicle
was returned to the Reserve on the 18/01/2019.
During the two previous reporting periods, and including this
reporting period there were several burglaries at the Klinker
Street property. A staff member who was residing in the house
moved out due to the break-ins while he and his family were
residing there. Since then, nobody is living in the house.
Copper pipes, electrical wiring, geyser parts and taps were
stolen and the several windows were broken. SAPS were
called in to investigate the matter. Insurance forms were
submitted. S Jonas contacted procurement and requested a
vendor to be sent to repair the damage, however after any
repair work, the place is broken into again and the replaced
items stolen. S Jonas and B Mnisi had an onsite meeting with
Property Management and the property will be advised for
occupancy. Only once interest is shown in the property, will all
the repairs take place.
On the 16/05, a vendor installed brand new signage
throughout the DCCP.
However, staff members noted that the most of the newly
installed signs have begun to prematurely show signs of
deterioration. S Jonas met with a City official and the vendor
who supplied and installed the signs. New signs to replace the
worn signs will be installed in 2019, at the cost to the vendor.
The signs to be replaced were brought and installed on the
31/01 and 21/02. The rest of the replacement signs have not
yet been installed.
On the 16/01 and 18/01 brand new signage was installed
around the office complex.
During the month of October and November, staff members
restored and / or replaced part of the fence line at WANR14
and 15, along Dassenberg Drive. During December 2018, staff
completed restoring a 25m section. Staff completed a 60m
section of this fence during February 2019. Staff completed a
150m section of this fence during the month of March. The
remaining restoration of the fence line will possibly be near

%
Completed
100%

Funding Source
Fleet

30%

100%

DCCP CC

70%

Vendor to replace recently
installed signs at their cost.

100%

DCCP CC

40%

DCCP CC
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completion in the next quarter.
During the month of January, staff conducted frequent litter
clean-ups at the office complex.
On the 31/12 there was a water leak on a pipe at the new
WANR Headquarters. The leak appeared to be emanating
from the ablutions to the hall. An emergency deviation report
was created for the repairs and a vendor repaired the leaking
water pipe on the same day. The documentation/deviation
report was approved by Senior Management during the
reporting period.
On the 08/02, 11/02 and 12/02 DCCP staff did maintenance
(including cleaning) in and around the premises and buildings
of the MVIC and Klinker street properties.
On the 27/03, while staff was cleaning at the MVIC it was
discovered that there was an attempted break in at the
MVIC. Staff reported the matter to SAPS and repaired the
broken window pane.

DCCP CC
100%

DCCP CC

100%

DCCP CC

100%

DCCP CC
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12.2
EXTERNAL FUNDED PROGRAMMES:
12.2.1 Water Care Fund Project: The EPWP workers from the Greater Cape Town Water Care fund project
are continuing with invasive vegetation clearing at WANR 13 and WANR15 during this reporting
period.
For more details with regards to items mentioned in the above Report Document, please refer to the
relevant site calendars on www.biodiversity.co.za. For more information on the City’s nature reserves, visit
www.capetown.gov.za\naturereserves
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